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Symbian OS C++ for Mobile PhonesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
Programming Symbian OS is a key skill for mass market phone application development. Whether you are developing a
services for shipping mobile phones, or involved in pre-market mobile phone development, this book will help you unde
fundamental theory behind developing Symbian OS C++ code for constrained devices.

• A...
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Head First CO'Reilly, 2012

	Ever wished there was an easier way to learn C from a book? Head First C is a complete learning experience that will show you how to create programs in the C language. This book helps you learn the C language with a unique method that goes beyond syntax and how-to manuals and helps you understand how to be a great programmer....
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Designing Across Senses: A Multimodal Approach to Product DesignO'Reilly, 2018

	
		Today we have the ability to connect speech, touch, haptic, and gestural interfaces into products that engage several human senses at once. This practical book explores examples from current designers and devices to describe how these products blend multiple interface modes together into a cohesive user experience.

	...
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The Inferior ColliculusSpringer, 2005


	The purpose of this volume is twofold. First, it offers an in-depth analysis of

	current approaches and issues in the study of the auditory system. By concentrating

	on one structure, the inferior colliculus, a focused and coherent treatment

	of many aspects of auditory neural processing is possible. The position of the

	inferior...
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Practice of Geriatrics, 4eSaunders, 2007

	The geriatric population is expected to double by 2020. The new fourth edition of Practice of Geriatrics will equip you with the knowledge you need to provide effective care for this growing patient population. With revised and up-to-date content throughout, this essential reference will keep you abreast of the latest clinical protocols and...
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The Modern Invention of Information: Discourse, History, and PowerSouthern Illinois University Press, 2001
If we look in the Oxford English Dictionary under the term “information,” we will be struck by the impression that its use as a substantive, as a synonym for fact or for knowledge, is relatively new. Until very recently, “information” had the sense of imparting knowledge (in the sense of telling someone something) or of...
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Scratch CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	Scratch 2.0 is an easy to use programming language that allows you to animate stories and create interactive games. Scratch also gives you the capability of using programming to calculate complicated calculations for you.


	Scratch Cookbook will lead you through easy-to-follow recipes that give you everything you need to become a...
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The Hidden Power of Smell: How Chemicals Influence Our Lives and BehaviorSpringer, 2015

	The main purpose of the book is to provide insight into an area that humans often take for granted. There are wonderful and exciting stories of organisms using chemical signals as a basis of a sophisticated communication system. In many instances, chemical signals can provide more detailed and accurate information than any other mode of...
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Head First iPhone and iPad Development: A Learner's Guide to Creating Objective-C Applications for the iPhone and iPadO'Reilly, 2011

	
		Let's say you have a killer app idea for iPhone and iPad. Where do you begin? Head First iPhone and iPad Development will help you get your first application up and running in no time. You'll not only learn how to design for Apple's devices, you'll also master the iPhone SDK tools -- including Interface...
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Colour Atlas and Textbook of Human Anatomy: Nervous System and Sensory Organs v. 3Thieme Medical Publishers, 2002

	The number of students aswell as colleagues in the field who have learned neuroanatomy according to volume 3 of the color atlas has been steadily increasing. Kahle’s textbook has proved its worth. What should one do after taking on the job of carrying on with this text book, other than leaving as much as possible as it is? However, the...
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Neural Prostheses for Restoration of Sensory and Motor Function (Frontiers in Neuroscience)CRC Press, 2000

	The prospect of interfacing the nervous system with electronic devices to stimulate or record from neural tissue suggests numerous possibilities in the field of neuroprosthetics. While the creation of a "six million dollar man" may still be far into the future, neural prostheses are rapidly becoming viable theories for a broad range...
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Head First Rails: A learner's companion to Ruby on Rails (Brain-Friendly Guides)O'Reilly, 2009
Ready to transport your web applications into the Web 2.0 era? Head First Rails takes your programming -- and productivity -- to the max. You'll learn everything from the fundamentals of Rails scaffolding to building customized interactive web apps using Rails' rich set of tools and the MVC framework.
  
  By the time you're...
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